[The nature of amino acid substitution in antigenic drift of hemagglutinin N3 and neuraminidase N2 from the influenza virus].
The nature of amino acid replacements in 16 drift variants of hemagglutinin H3 subtype and 5 drift variants of neuraminidase N2 subtype of the influenza A virus were studied. The dependences of relative replacement frequencies and relative quantities of frequent replacements upon differences of properties of substituted residues are plotted. In contrast to most of the known proteins, amino acid replacements in hemagglutinin and neuraminidase depend weakly on the physico-chemical parameters of amino acids. For the antigenic determinants studied the replacement frequencies were compared to those calculated according to two models: one for conservative replacements and the other for accidental mutation of the genetic code. The differences in the nature of amino acid replacements are found in four antigenic determinants of hemagglutinin. The replacements in experimentally selected proteins are shown to go beyond limitations of natural variants. The explanations of the reasons of low epidemicity of some strains and ineffective attempt to imitate the natural antigenic drift of viruses by using experimental selection are proposed. The causes of time-limited circulation of H3N2 influenza virus subtype are discussed.